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Information requires ongoing housekeeping and management. What information is important 
and should be retained? What can be disposed of? Where does it need to be kept? How 
quickly does it need to be accessed? Implementing information governance for unstructured 
content is the best way to apply and enforce information policies, ensuring that content is 
stored in the appropriate place for the life of its value to the business. It reduces operational 
costs, improves the end user experience, and mitigates risk associated with regulatory 
requirements and/or eDiscovery requests. 

But when you look at the challenges IT departments already face, information governance 
might be viewed as an additional budget and management item that doesn’t reach the top 
of the priority list. This is where EMC® Information Governance as a Service enables service 
providers to seize the opportunity to help customers gain control of their unstructured information 
chaos. EMC is extending the EMC SourceOne™ family of information governance solutions to 
deliver a business model that is appropriate to service providers. A subscription licensing 
model, coupled with flexible deployment models, lowers the upfront costs for service providers 
to get started with information governance services.  

By adding information governance capabilities to existing application environments such as 
Microsoft® Exchange or Microsoft SharePoint®, service providers can evolve the positioning 
of their portfolio to increase revenue, retain customers, and enter new customer segments.

•	Lower costs—Service providers can reduce their own operating costs associated with hosting 
applications like Microsoft Exchange and SharePoint. By leveraging a tiered infrastructure, 
production systems are freed up for the newest content while ongoing access is preserved 
for customers to retrieve older content. Service providers can increase application performance 
and improve their backup and recovery operations by managing what is stored in the 
production environment.  

•	Create new revenue streams from value-added services—Service providers can compete 
against application vendors who are in the market to provide the cheapest solutions with 
unique offerings that help customers understand their information management policies. 
This includes delivering visibility to customers so they know what content they have 
stored, where it is stored, and can assess its value to the organization—taking appropriate 
action. Alternatively, service providers can help their customers enforce retention management 
against high volume systems like Exchange or SharePoint—enabling customers to manage 
risk and to meet retention obligations set out by regulation or corporate governance policies. 
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service providers can make money, lower costs, 
and expand market opportunities by adding 
information governance components to their 
services portfolio

essentials
•	 Lower	operating	costs	for	key	application	

environments, including Microsoft 
Exchange and Microsoft SharePoint 

•	 Create	new	revenue	streams	with	new	
value-added services 

•	 Deepen	customer	relationships	or	enter	
new market segments 

•	 Get	started	with	EMC’s	business	model	
adapted for cloud licensing 

•	 Gain	efficiencies	with	a	flexible	
underlying architecture to support 
shared infrastructures



•	Deepen customer relationships—Becoming more strategic about customers’ information 
management challenges will enable service providers to develop closer customer relationships 
and offer new innovative solutions that will help customers manage one of their most 
important assets—their information. It will also allow service providers to execute the 
information management policies established by their customers. At the same time, service 
providers	can	increase	SLAs	(service	level	agreements)	and	deliver	higher	levels	of	service	
by managing the growth of information in their application environments, including 
Exchange and SharePoint.  

Delivering enD customer value 
Service providers delivering EMC Information Governance as a Service can help their customers 
determine the best way to reign in unstructured content growth to:

•	Enable	compliance	with	regulatory	obligations	and	corporate	governance	policies	that	
determine what content should be retained and for how long 

•	Understand	what	content	is	stored	in	the	environment	and	take	ongoing	action	to	ensure	
policy adherence

•	Enable	litigation	readiness	by	ensuring	that	retention	policies	are	carried	forward	and	that	
content policies—including permission content—are consistently enforced  

•	Simplify	eDiscovery	to	create	a	repeatable	process	across	a	number	of	repositories

Information governance delivered as a cloud-based service lowers the upfront cost and 
ongoing maintenance of the applications for the end customers. Delivered as a service, 
customers will see accelerated the time to value in gaining control and managing sprawl of 
unstructured content. 

information governance funDamental technology 
EMC’s information governance portfolio is built on an innovative architecture to provide the 
scalability, high availability, and diversity to meet a variety of deployment models. 

Technology elements in the EMC SourceOne™ family that enable service providers to deliver 
actionable information governance include:

•	Information intelligence—Service providers can deliver a service to help customers iden-
tify what is stored, determine where it is stored, and take action based on the content’s 
value. Service providers can deliver insight to help customers ensure adherence to infor-
mation policies.

•	Archiving—Service providers can use content archiving to lower their own costs and 
improve performance of key applications, including e-mail and SharePoint. Value-added 
services with cloud-based archiving solutions include compliance-based archiving. 
Through archiving, service providers can also ease customers’ application upgrades and 
migrations ,such as upgrades to Exchange 2010 or migrations from other mail platforms. 

•	Retention and disposition management—Service providers can deliver the right retention 
and disposition policies across unstructured information to manage customers’ unstructured 
content lifecycle through to disposal to meet internal policies, legal obligations, and 
regulatory requirements. 

•	Legal case management and eDiscovery—Service providers can deliver litigation services, 
including data collection and preservation of electronically stored information. EMC offers 
a litigation service provider program specifically to help those service providers who specialize 
in services to help customers respond to litigation.   

solution components:
•	 EMC	SourceOne	Email	Management	

•	 EMC	SourceOne	Email	Supervisor	

•	 EMC	SourceOne	for	Microsoft	SharePoint

•	 EMC	SourceOne	for	File	Systems	

•	 EMC	SourceOne	File	Intelligence

•	 EMC	SourceOne	eDiscovery	–	Kazeon

•	 EMC	SourceOne	Discovery	Manager
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contact us
To learn more about how EMC products, 
services, and solutions help solve your 
business and IT challenges contact your 
local representative or authorized 
reseller—or visit us at www.EMC.com

the emc sourceone family
The EMC SourceOne family is a new suite of information governance products and solutions 
that deliver policy-driven information management to manage risk and ensure compliance. 
At the same time, all EMC SourceOne products and solutions reduce the IT costs associated 
with information retention and disposition and leverage tiered storage. The EMC SourceOne 
family enables common policy management and information access across many applications, 
delivering true integrated archiving and compliance for the first time.

about emc
EMC	Corporation	(NYSE:EMC)	is	the	world’s	leading	developer	and	provider	of	information	
infrastructure technology and solutions that enable organizations of all sizes to transform 
the way they compete and create value from their information. Information about EMC’s 
products and services can be found at www.EMC.com.

EMC Corporation
hopkinton, massachusetts 01748-9103   

1-508-435-1000  in north america 1-866-464-7381   

www.emc.com

Information governance brings together several enabling technologies to gain control of unstructured content to reduce 
cost, improve productivity, and manage risk.  


